The MIT To Be

When we first got wind of the Second Century Fund, we stepped over to a certain conference room on the second floor of Building Seven to view at first hand the three-dimensional wooden model of the present and future MIT which is pictured above. We came intending only to stay for a minute, but remained much longer. The impressive ten-by-three-foot model spreads out in tangible form for the viewer the plan for MIT's development in the next decade or two. It communicates at once, through its grand size and realistic detail, a tremendous feeling of excitement to anyone who is interested in or concerned with the future of MIT.

The new Earth Sciences Center, now virtually a reality, towers over East Campus, dwarfing the library and the DuPont Athletic Center. Other developments catch the student center on Massachusetts Avenue complements the three huge East Campus symbols of a growing MIT. These three towers over East Campus, dwarfing the library and the Student Center.
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